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Greer Swope has something to prove. But even she doesn't quite know what.Always believing that

even if she was good enough for nothing else, she was good enough on a horse. History hasn't

borne that out. Now Greer's left equitation and hunter classes behind for show jumping but it won't

happen overnight. It might even take the help of a new trainer. Enter Cameron Rafferty whose horse

is lame, who was fired from his last job and who wants the newest Bittersweet prospect.

HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s one of the top riders and he is a player. Can Greer handle her horse, Counterpoint,

and Cam Rafferty, too?Talia can only look on at what might be the latest train wreck.
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I really enjoyed Bittersweet Farms when I started reading them, but after a while, they just

continued, like Claire Svendsen's books. They just go on and on!!

Well written and thought out. I really enjoy these books. Occasionally I do not understand what their



are talking about in some of the dialog, but it doesnt make the point of the book lost so no big deal.

Mixed tenses and unfocused dialogue make it difficult to know if this author spends the time to edit,

or have others edit, this series. I don't care about the characters' food preferences (no spicy food,

no rice cakes) if it doesn't contribute to character development. It would be redeamable if tuere was

more about the horses, but so far they just drive around and go to uninteresting events.

I have read all of the books in this series. All of them are great and have a very flowing story line

and good character growth. I enjoy reading and rereading all of Ms. Morgenroth's books and that's a

rarity in this day and age! This one is no excption. Love the way the story picks up right where the

last book ends and doesn't repeat over and over. Can't wait to see what happens next on

Bittersweet Farms.

This book is a great follow up to #3. The story line is sweet and the horse details are accurate.

There is nothing worse than reading a horsey series and the author doesnt get the horse stuff

accurate. This is not one of those series. You can tell she has spent time in the barn. Cant wait for

#s 5 & 6! I am not sure what I am going to do when I finish #6.

I was actually disappointed to see it end. There were some parts of it that weren't very interesting or

made no sense. Even some parts that seemed quite unlikely, but I also had a hard time putting it

down. It's good to see how the characters are progressing. Hopefully there'll be a few more stories

left in the series. It will seem like a long time before Book 5 comes out. Maybe the author can do a

couple of books from Greer's point of view....

The story tells of a family who are learning how to get along despite having a crazy self absorbed

mother. It shows how the bond is growing and how they are beginning to like each other. It is an

easy read but keeps you interested. You can't put it down.

Interspersed with a delightful story is true horsemanship. Whether you ride English or Western there

are bits of wisdom about riding and how to relate to a horse as an individual.
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